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INITIAL VERTICALS:
•	 Merchants / Retailers
•	 Banks / FIs
•	 Transportation
•	 Healthcare
•	 Government
•	 Insurance
•	 Business Services
•	 Tech
•	 Education
•	 Industrial
•	 Food Delivery / Service
•	 Telecommunications
•	 Energy
•	 Housing/Real Estate
•	 Hospitality

WHO WE ARE: 

RPA Today is the only dedicated B2B publication focused squarely on the IA, RPA, Process 
Mining, BPM, Low Code, Hyper Automation and AI space. Our online publication attracts 
approximately 600+ unique visits per day, with a subscriber base that has grown to over 
15,000 readers. Our uniquely focused content is also open and viewable to any visitor. 

OUR EXECUTIVE AUDIENCE IS LOOKING FOR: 
•	 a reliable source for RPA, IA, Process Mining & AI news, information and education 
•	 a trusted place to vet potential solution providers
•	 a central location to learn about the latest developments and best practices
•	 a thriving RPA community to belong to 
•	 an alternative to trade shows

OUR AUDIENCE: For advertisers & sponsors, RPA Today offers a chance to effectively reach 
more top decision makers at potential customers & partners through a wide range of channels.

NEWEST SUBSCRIBER VERTICALS:
•	 Accounting
•	 Apparel & Fashion
•	 Automotive
•	 Banking
•	 Biotechnology
•	 Broadcast Media
•	 Chemicals
•	 Civil Engineering
•	 Computer Hardware
•	 Computer Networking
•	 Computer Software
•	 Construction
•	 Consumer Electronics
•	 Consumer Goods
•	 Education Management

•	 Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing
•	 Entertainment
•	 Facilities Services
•	 Financial Services
•	 Food & Beverages
•	 Food Production
•	 Gambling & Casinos
•	 Health, Wellness and Fitness
•	 Higher Education
•	 Hospital & Health Care
•	 Hospitality
•	 Human Resources
•	 Information Technology and 

Services
•	 Insurance
•	 Law Practice

•	 Legal Services
•	 Leisure, Travel & Tourism
•	 Logistics and Supply Chain
•	 Luxury Goods & Jewelry
•	 Machinery
•	 Mechanical or Industrial Engineering
•	 Medical Devices
•	 Mining & Metals
•	 Nanotechnology
•	 Oil & Energy
•	 Online Media
•	 Outsourcing/Offshoring
•	 Packaging and Containers
•	 Paper & Forest Products
•	 Pharmaceuticals
•	 Printing

•	 Publishing
•	 Railroad Manufacture
•	 Real Estate
•	 Restaurants
•	 Retail
•	 Semiconductors
•	 Staffing and Recruiting
•	 Supermarkets
•	 Telecommunications
•	 Textiles
•	 Transportation/Trucking/Railroad
•	 Utilities
•	 Warehousing
•	 Wholesale
•	 Wine and Spirits

[14%] ..... CEOs / Presidents

[19%] ..... Senior / Executive VP

[22%] ..... Vice Presidents

[20%] ..... Directors

[20%] ..... Managers

[5%] ....... Associates
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OUR OFFERINGS: 
•	 RPA Today Portal [RPAToday.net]
•	 RPA Today Newsletter
•	 Co-Branded Original Content

•	 Webinars
•	 Whitepapers
•	 Surveys / Primary Research
•	 Special Email Blasts

WEBINARS / VIRTUAL EVENTS: $15K
•	 Generate New Leads
•	 Expand Existing Customer Base
•	 Qualify Prospects
•	 Improve Brand Awareness & Thought Leadership
•	 Move Potential Customers to the Next Stage of the Sales Process

Co-branded webinars facilitated by RPA Today editorial staff will catapault your brand into the realm 
of thought leadership with both potential and existing customers. E-learning will also help your sales 
team connect with qualified prospects and move each contact to the next stage of the funnel. And, 
by co-branding and co-promoting each online e-learning event with us, you will reach a much larger 
audience and benefit from RPA Today’s reputation for impartiality and unbiased coverage.

WELCOME TO THE WEBINAR

The Smart Path to
Process Automation: 
Connecting People, 
Processes and Content

RPA Today
webinars / e-learning

have averaged between
250-700 signups per event...

NOW
BOOKING 

DISCOUNTED 

12-18 month 

pACKAGES
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WhItE PAPERS & PRImARY RESEARCh: $20K / $30-50K

Thought leadership, on both an individual and corporate level, is derived from having your name and face 
associated with effective ideas. Apply your expertise to the problems faced everyday by RPA Today readers in 
original content distributed to our readers via all of our media channels.

Bylined viewpoint articles, white papers and primary research—that you’ve already spent time
and effort on internally or that you work with our editorial team to produce under your name—will enhance 
your value and your company’s standing in the automation industry. Paid and free opportunities to reach our 
audience with your thoughts and data exist in this category.

SPECIAL EmAIL BLAStS: $5K 

Do you want to reach RPA Today’s influential readership with a message that requires more than a banner ad? 
Our staff can give your communication the attention it deserves in a specially designed and formatted HTML 
email that can be sent to our entire subscriber list.

Work with us to craft a communication that enables more thorough corporate messaging with a look and feel 
that’s consistent with your marketing strategy.
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Reducing Blind Spots:

Conclusion

Often, the business processes that enable an organization to function are opaque. While it is fairly 
simple initially to identify obvious manual processes that would benefit from automation, it is 
not always easy to progress beyond that, even if there are more opportunities to become more 
productive, more efficient, and reduce costs.

RPA has proven to be a transformative technology, but it has its blind spots. What do my processes 
actually look like? Which are the most suitable for automation? Are there bottlenecks? What and 
where are they? How do I capture the right data about them? After I automate, how do I track and 
measure performance?

Process intelligence enables organizations to gather and analyze the data generated by business 
processes, shine light on those blind spots, and turn that intelligence into insight and action.
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Reducing Blind Spots:

Blind spots. We all have them in multiple areas 
of our lives. We have figurative blind spots that 
might render us unable to see another person’s 
point of view, perhaps making a person less 
empathetic. We also have literal blind spots that 
can cause ourselves—and others—bodily injury 
resulting from something we just don’t see 
coming.

But we’re not stuck with them. When we pay 
attention to the blind spots, we can experience 
amazing results.

Volvo introduced the first blind spot monitoring 
system—the little orange or yellow light that 
appears on your side mirrors when a vehicle 
enters the zone behind your car you can’t see—
in 2005. Most manufacturers followed suit, and 
some systems now are sophisticated enough 
to automatically apply the brakes or steer away 
from an oncoming car or truck in the next lane. 
By 2018, the Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety found crash involvement rates in lane-
change crashes were 14 percent lower among 
vehicles with blind spot monitoring than those 
without, saving thousands of lives. 

Robotic process automation (RPA) is a 
technology that has the power to liberate tens 
of millions of workers from manual tasks and 
put them on the interstate to more creative 
destinations. But it does have its blind spots. 
That’s why so many enterprises are using process 
intelligence as a monitoring system for RPA, 
helping them avoid so many of the “accidents” 
that occur on the road to an automation 
program that has reached scale.

1. Market Share Analysis: Robotic Process Automation, Worldwide, Gartner, May 2021
2. Forrester Wave: Robotic Process Automation Services, Q4 2019, Forrester, Oct. 2019

3. Automation with Intelligence: Pursuing Organization-Wide Reimagination, Deloitte, Nov. 2020

RPA: Fast Growth Leads to Growing Pains

According to Gartner, spending on RPA grew 38.9 
percent year-over-year in 2020 to nearly $2 billion 
worldwide1. The Stamford, Connecticut-based 
consulting giant called it the fastest-growing 
segment in enterprise software—a segment that 
was virtually non-existent five years earlier.

Growth in the segment, however, has not always 
translated into scale for individual organizations 
trying to implement automation strategies. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts-based consultancy 
Forrester famously estimated that more than 
50 percent of businesses that had implemented 
RPA had failed to put more than 10 bots into 
production2.

The pandemic year of 2020 saw a huge surge in 
RPA and intelligent automation adoption, but 
achieving scale still remained elusive for most. 
While 2020 saw slight improvement over the 
pre-pandemic years of 2019 and 2018, only 13 
percent of businesses using RPA implemented 
more than 50 bots last year3.

W H I T E  P A P E R

Reducing Blind Spots: Scale Your 
Organization’s RPA Program Faster With 

Process Intelligence
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What happens then? What happens when 

the processes that are left all require human 

intervention? Humans are messy, but, because 

they are central to the proper functioning 

and sustainability of business, organizations 

are still eager to find efficiencies where they 

can. Despite the real-world challenges—

communication, regulation, technology, 

corporate policy, human error, etc.—that 

apply pressure to processes when humans are 

involved, shouldn’t we be able to automate them 

anyway?

The answer is yes—with “attended automation.”

What is Attended Automation?

The term “attended automation” was coined by 

customer experience (CX) technology pioneer 

NICE, which has been deploying automated 

scripts to help agents in contact centers for 

decades—before it was even considered 

“automation.” 

While attended automation solutions work in 

other business environments, contact centers 

are ground zero for the technology. Attended 

automation is software residing in each agent’s 

desktop helping them navigate the complexities 

of customer interactions by automating some 

of the manual tasks that slowed down calls. The 

robots are activated only when the employee 

needs to trigger part of a process that is manual 

and repetitive (e.g., creating a call summary 

automatically sending to a CRM application, 

sending communications to a customer, etc.) 

instead enabling the agent to take the next call.

So KPIs detailed by time and efficiency metrics 

are improved through automation and the 

agent has time to devote to other activities that 

fulfill more strategic KPIs (e.g., customer loyalty, 

upsales, customer satisfaction, etc.).

Each individual employee interacts with 

attended bots via their desktop and an 

intelligent, interactive screen. And, in addition to 

being passively activated by an agent when they 

recognize the need for automated assistance, 

attended bots provide real-time guidance, 

leading employees through activities that ensure 

compliance with applicable regulations or in 

achieving their specific KPIs and performance 

targets.

What is the Next Best Action?
Attended automation solutions should be able 

to detect issues that might require specific 

actions from the customer (e.g., an approaching 

deadline to pay their credit card bill). An 

interactive screen is designed to prompt the 

employee with information about specific 

pending issues or required customer actions and 

it does so with a recommended script. In this 

scenario, the interactive screen has the capability 

to enable the agent to help the customer 

settle the bill in real time. This will minimize 

subsequent calls.
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Humans are messy. While we’re capable of 

wondrous things, intuition and unpredictability 

often lead us to act in ways that might not 

be construed as completely rational. Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA) is a tool that aims to 

take humans out of the equation—to remove 

them from business processes when we can 

so the work can be completed faster, more 

efficiently and with fewer errors. And RPA has 

done this very well.

Gartner projected global revenue from RPA to 

grow 19.5% in 2021 to nearly $1.9 billion, up 

from $1.57 billion 2020, and to achieve double-

digit growth rates through 2024. Forrester 

Research said RPA software platform revenue 

is on track to reach $2.9 billion by 2021, and 

the market for RPA services (deployment and 

support) will climb to $12 billion by 2023. RPA 

typically cuts processing time by about 50%, it 

increases efficiency by about 25%, it is 100% 

accurate.

During Covid, as businesses were struggling with 

establishing remote workforces or undertaking 

staff reductions to survive, RPA became 

indispensable to many organizations trying to 

do more with less. Corporate leaders began 

to understand the true ramifications of digital 

transformation—and how automation delivers 

it. Instead of buzzwords, intelligent automation 

strategies became a lifeline, building resilience 

and agility that will be vital when the next major 

disruption happens.

When most people talk about RPA, however, 

they are referring to “unattended automation.” 

That is, an entire task or process that can be 

automated from beginning to end without 

relying on a human to interact with the process 

in any way. They don’t require a user to provide 

a specific trigger at a specific time. They can be 

deployed on premises or in the cloud, controlled 

and monitored by a centralized entity and 

usually are scheduled to run automatically at off-

peak hours. 

This is rational. It’s easy to see—and measure—

the benefits. But it’s only a baseline covering a 

specific set of processes. Companies that are 

serious about scaling automation strategies will 

likely find the opportunities to apply unattended 

RPA bots to their business processes run out 

fairly quickly.

WHITE PAPER

True Attended Automation:
What Matters Most?
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The Tale of 4 Beginnings: 
Hines, Weingarten, Whataburger, & Texas DIR

RPA has spawned a movement around “citizen developers”—

technologically inclined leaders or members of business lines 

who hear about RPA, and its potential to free up resources or 

reduce costs. These people often begin to educate themselves 

and tinker with publicly available automation resources.  While 

RPA has democratized technology in this way, it has also caused 

tension in some organizations if IT is bypassed. By and large, 

business units initiate, own, and grow the automation journey. 

IT departments, however, often are the the entry point for 

RPA, and CIO are the ones building a business case for its 

introduction and implementation.

Technology leaders are finding there are no universal 

approaches that will guarantee success and ROI as they build 

and scale automation programs within their organizations. 

Hines, a global real estate investment, development, and 

management firm based in Houston, Texas, is a sprawling 

company whose CIO Jessie Carrillo prefers an entrepreneurial 

approach; building solid relationships with his business line 

leaders and supporting Citizen Developers who set the agenda 

with new technologies.

“You know your processes better than IT,” Carrillo explains. 

“Help us identify some technologies you think may help you 

and bring us to the party early. Let’s work alongside one 

another, as opposed to feeling like you have to go off on your 

own.”

Carrillo has established a group of business line managers 

and leaders within Hines for exactly this purpose. His Business 

Technology Group has taken the lead companywide on RPA.

Jesse Carillo
SVP & CIO

Huy Nguyen
CTO

Krishna Edathil
Director of Enterprise
Solution Services

Sylvester Johnson
Chief Data & Analytics
Officer
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The Automation Wave Begins

Finance and accounting departments were 

among the first business functions to grasp 

the value of RPA as a tool to automate labor-

intensive manual processes, especially in their 

reporting. But then again, a recent survey found 

that more than 75% of these early automation 

movers acknowledge that their organizations’ 

processes still are mostly manual2.

The vital questions companies need to ask about 

RPA, then, are: How do I start? What processes 

should I seek to automate first? And, what 

assistance do I need?

Yes, RPA Can Benefit Your Company, Too 

Financial institutions and insurers were among 

the first to recognize the power of RPA. 

Enormous back-office operations processing the 

information of hundreds of thousands  account 

holders created innumerable manual processes. 

These extremely repetitive processes filled the 

time and deadened the spirit of human

workers prone to boredom and mistakes.

Mailing statements and processing account 

openings and payments were the “low-hanging 

fruit” of these industries that pioneered the use 

of RPA. But RPA, like the Borg, has extended its 

tendrils into an unimaginable variety of business 

verticals and corporate functions.

Healthcare, commercial real estate, higher 

education, oil and gas, transportation and 

logistics, retail, telecom, government, and even 

restaurants are industries where RPA has made 

real inroads. Corporate functions within all these 

verticals leveraging the technology include: 

finance and accounting, human resources, 

customer service, IT, sales, and more. There are 

few areas of any company where RPA cannot be 

implemented.

If you’re starting from scratch, identifying the 

right processes to begin with, evaluating the 

right solution, and implementing a pilot can be 

daunting. 

2. From Mirage to Reality: Bringing Finance into Focus in a Digital World, Deloitte, Sept. 2020

W H I T E  P A P E R

- The RPA Journey of 4 Leading Brands  -
Best Practices & Lessons Learned
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Embracing Process Excellence

Organizations run into time-

to-market problems and high 

opportunity costs when they try to 

drive process improvement efforts 

without first doing the fact-based 

planning that is so critical.

-Maureen Fleming
Program Vice President for Intelligent 

Automation Research, IDC

“

“

Once that collection takes place, the information is 
analyzed, conclusions can be drawn, and taking action 
becomes much more straightforward.

Analyzing	Processes	from	a	Larger	Business	
Goals	Point	of	View

Process excellence derives from a thorough and 
honest analysis and then retaining the best of what 
you’re already doing. Once an organization has 
collected and centralized all its process information, 
a sophisticated analysis can occur as a point on the 
journey between its current state and an optimized 
future state. Process information can be gleaned 
from RPA platforms, process and task mining tools, 
observation, and task capture. The data should 
then be quantified, and each process thoroughly 
assessed to determine how they can be improved. 
But that improvement should not come at the cost of 
abandoning what is already working.

A business analyzing the current state of its 
processes must consider its KPIs (key performance 
indicators). Costs, revenue, productivity, expansion 
into new markets, or customer service improvements 
are some of the metrics organizations use to 
measure their performance and reward employees. 
Taking them into consideration in process analysis 
will enable you to provide more alignment between 
strategic goals and a business’s processes.

Process Optimization and Automation

The goal of any analysis is to improve outcomes. 
Deciding to automate processes or change 
automation providers is one way to do so. As we’ve 
seen, an effective process analysis tool centralizes 
all of a business’s processes in a repository that 

translates them into a common language. It uses 
that language—created by a Common Object 
Module (COM)—to take all the positive attributes 
of an organization’s current processes, factor in 
its strategic goals, and make changes that can 
significantly impact the business’s critical KPIs 
without abandoning the parts that work. This allows 
for different technology platforms (e.g., RPA bots 
from different providers, process mining tools, task 
capture technology, Excel, or Word) to interface with 
each other.
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Embracing Process Excellence

How do you translate vision into production? Exceptional business leaders are adept at communicating 
their vision and formulating a winning strategy. Enterprises, however, are complicated. Different lines of 
business comprise hundreds or even thousands of employees using different technology, systems, and 
methods to accomplish different kinds of work. As a business leader, you expect that the work being done is 
aligned with your strategy, but it can be challenging to ensure that’s the case. 

Many business leaders tend to stick to the status quo when it comes to their current processes and often fail 
to ask important questions that can significantly impact their business’s bottom line, such as:

	 •	Is	the	work	being	done	in	line	with	our	overarching	business	goals?

	 •	Is	this	work	redundant?

	 •	Is	this	work	as	efficient	as	possible?

	 •	Is	this	work	valuable?	

A recent study from business process consultancy BP Trends found 
that only 50% of organizations polled are “making a major, strategic, 
or at least a significant effort” at improving their processes1.

Employees rely on established processes to accomplish the work 
that will enable them to reach their business goals. Whether they’re 
automated, manual, or a hybrid; whether they’ve existed for years 
or were implemented last week; optimizing these processes in 
alignment with strategic goals—creating process excellence—is 
essential to the success of your organization. Achieving excellence 
requires a deep and detailed understanding of all a business’s 
processes. But many organizations struggle to quantify the impact of 
their processes tangibly. 

How can you uncover hidden inefficiencies, create meaningful 
KPIs, identify which processes align with strategic business goals, 
and ensure that your carefully crafted vision turns into directed 
production? 

The answer is by implementing technology that delivers a 
comprehensive and centralized approach to process analysis.

1. The State of the BPM Market, BP Trends, Jan. 2020

W H I T E  P A P E R

Embracing Process Excellence: 
How Process Analysis Impacts

Your Bottom Line 
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LEADERBOARD
728x90 pixels

RPAToday.net is regularly updated with feature articles that include deep-dive pieces on the biggest 
news stories in the RPA space; company profiles focusing on technology, software and other providers 
serving everyone from the biggest global technology companies to the hottest new startups; 
viewpoints from respected executives examining the most pressing issues in IA, AI and RPA.

Ad Placement  Pricing*
Leaderboard Banner $5K a month/ 3 month minimum
Medium Rectangle $5K a month/ 3 month minimum
Vertical Banner  $3K a month/ 3 month minimum
Standard Banner  $3K a month/ 3 month minimum

AVERAGE BANNER 

CLICK THROUGH 

RATES: 0.7-1.6%

RPA todAY PoRtAL

STANDARD BANNER
468x60 pixels

NOW 
BOOKING 

DISCOUNTED 
12-18 month 

pACKAGES 
FOR OUR 

ADVERTISERS

MEDIUM RECTANGLE
300x250 pixels
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EMAIL BANNER
468x60 pixels

The RPA Today newsletter is published 

and distributed via email once a week 

to all RPA Today subscribers. It tracks 

the most recent news and events and

packages the stories in a brief, easily 

digestible format, delivered to our 

readers’ inboxes. Your banners are 

featured in a formatted HTML email 

adjacent to the most topical RPA-

related stories of the day and served 

directly to RPAToday’s growing list of 

thousands of subscribers.

RPA todAY nEWSLEttER

AVERAGE OPEN RATE: 28-30%
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pRICING & SpECIFICATIONS

Ad placement pricing*
Leaderboard  $5K per month /  3 month minimum
Medium Rectangle $5K per month /  3 month minimum
Standard Banner $3K per month /  3 month minimum

Acceptable Formats: (All files must be 35K or less)
•	 Static GIF, PNG or JPG
•	 Animated GIF

Co-branded content prices vary depending on the amount of involvement required of RPA Today 
editorial staff, sample sizes, length of questionaires, duration of surveys, etc. Please call for details.

Contact: 
Steve Casco
978.761.9198
Steve@RPAToday.net

• E-Learning Sessions / Webinars: $15K 

• E-Books / White papers: $20K 

• primary Research / Surveys: $30-50K

• Special htmL Email Blasts: $5K

NOW
BOOKING 

DISCOUNTED 
12-18 month 

pACKAGES 
FOR OUR 

ADVERTISERS
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